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By the first telescope- Italian Scientist Galileo has first found that Our Home 

Planet or Earth is not center point of the Universe. Possibility is that Our Sun Is 

Center of the Universe. Scientist Galileo changed the religious thought and notion 

about the universe or space to a grater extent.  

 

I have researched on the above information- Italian Scientist Galileo- By the first telescope- 

Looked at solar system and successfully saw Our Home Planet or Earth is not the center point of 

the Universe. Possibility is that Our Sun Is Center of the Universe. Scientist Galileo changed the 

religious thought and notion about the universe or space to a grater extent.  
 

Yet, from additional research result- In time dimension- brief theory- “Own mind or location 

is present and past for all” In this way; inside the universe, the environment situation of 

today’s home planet is present before us but the same moment outside the home planet is the past 

of all. That is to say; place of each in the space is the present of oneself and everybody is at the 

location of the past of all. That is to say- An individual respective very location is the present and 

the rest all locations are of the deep of the past. In or under the circumstances- On this brief 

theory with the faculty research- I can take the lawfully resolution that- Our home planet or 

Earth is center of the Universe and also our sun is center in the Universe- from sun location.  

In rule of time dimension briefly theory- We found, amazing facts about the Universe such 

as; eventful life and eventful Universe is a copy. Our Universe is in human brain. 

Everybody is the Universe. You are the Universe. I am the Universe. Life-time is the 

Universe. Life-less position is in the Infinite. The Universe’s case is in the human brain 

molecules. Own location is center point of the Universe. Our place is center points in the 

Universe.You are the center point in the Universe and I am a center of the Universe- from 

my location. Human very brain is centre of the Universe. My very brain is centre of the 

Universe. Also your very brain is centre of the Universe yet! If you fully understand the 

Universe’s creation or Creator, Then you can tale that- My very brain is centre of the 

Universe. 

Again, just at this very moment- from the borders on the spiritual nothing is created in the 

Universe through that- imagery of the Transcendent/Infinite/Allah/God and that means many 

instances. such as; A source, Originating cause, First cause, Primordial black hole, Vogoban, Creator, 

Omnivorous, Nature, Single dimension, Super power, Dark energy, Black body, Big black hole, A black 

hole, absolute time sole dimension, sole dimension of power of the things of the universe, great 

location of the beginning or ending or the most deepest place, same location of place period or 

the location the center of the connectors between the great world or the greater, location of the 

big black hole or primordial black hole or before big bang, huge reserve of the universes, the 

matter natural force, physics of main root, physics of seed etc, is the Infinite/Allah/God 

(Power).  

In this brief theory, we found that Is there a no separate time dimension- receiving 

imagination in the brain of living beings named primitive mankind, it became detached from other 

living beings. In our home planet so many life yet! Various imagination power of brain is only for the 

mankind.  By the Little Imagination power of Primitive mankind make of the first policy the 

knowledge of awareness of time. The day after night and in the daylight, they proceed to the 

development work of the primitive beast mankind find out the way to live will. 



In the time dimension brief theory with the faculty research results: I am looking- Idea of 

time is limited within the respective location of every one, idea of time from the outside of the 

location of oneself is valueless and the locations of oneself are the present. Just at this moment- 

what happen another place of space? No body can’t find out it, the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban 

don’t know our present movement if he/she is another place of space. Yet! Big bang is on this 

place or omnivorous and own gravitational wave of the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator is 

all location or everywhere in the Universe. The Infinite/Allah/God/Coeator/Nature is out of time, 

time-less the Infinite/Allah/God/Creator/Vogoban/Nature is always omnipotent, omnipresent and 

omnivorous. 

From my briefly theory; we found that Eventful Universe is in your brain. Human brain is 

sample of the Universe. History of the Universe is one side only such as from your location. 

Life-time universe and also life-less position is in the Infinite/Allah/God/Creator/Nature. A 

Creator’s plan in everything is the play of Imagination. Our Universe is before the usual 

time. Eventful life and eventful Universe is a copy and early. Our Universe is such like 

digital CD. Just at this moment we are looking everything is created yet! Same events and 

very moment from the borders on the spiritual, nothing is created in the Universe. It is 

Imaginative or unopened or contracted.  

Consequently lawfully, at last we can take the resolution that- Our eventful life and 

eventful Universe is imaginative from the Infinite through that before the big bang. So- we 

and our Universe is copy and for our eventful Universe or eventful life- Principle or main 

copy is in imaginative of the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogban/Creator. Our eventful life or 

eventful Universe is copy or CD such like- Digital life or Digital Universe. Hence, we can 

take the resolution that- In the digital Universe there is no center point or everything is 

center of the Universe from the own location. So- in our life-time Universe- Own location is 

center of the Universe. From your location- you are center and from my location- I am a 

center point of the Universe and my very brain is centre of the Universe because I am in 

full understanding about the Universe’s creation or Creator. 

There has been no incidence of present and future at all at any site of space, all are submerged 

into their respective depths of the past. In or under the circumstantial:  since every respective 

very location of everybody is their very present and all/each or all in becoming aware of 

everybody is past concept that means nobody shall receive the present concept of each other or 

one another. On this plea; there has been no incidence of present and future at all at any site of 

space, all are submerged into their respective depths of the past. Such as; from our home planet, 

everything is past for us around the space and we all are in different locations of the past from 

any location of universe, that is to say; our home planet is present before us, likewise just at this 

time, it is again submerged into the depth or the past from another place of space. According to 

this information; we found out- everything in the universe is the result of central from Own 

locatin such as; own place is middle or center point, position of our home planet is center in 

the universe and big bang is omnivorous. Hence, Scientist Galileo is not right. 

           See- following figures of the Universe and see- where our place in the Universe is! 



 
 

The above picture shows the full figures of the Universe and we found that- still 75% power of  

Dark energy, Divisible power of energy was 25% through that- 21% Dark Matter and only 4% 

Normal Matter & Our place is center point in the Universe. Also find out before 13 years 

research results in my website. 

The most important tale is that- My theories and information joined together again and 

again. Because, as I see it people found out gladly full answer of the questions and it will swiftly 

help people find a place and their role of the Universe. By the first telescope- Italian Scientist 

Galileo worthy of being seen that Our Home Planet or Earth is not the center point of the 

Universe. But- I think Scientist Galileo is not right. Because, “In naked eyes or through telescope 

is the evolution/variable from our angle of vision” In this way: we can’t find out the present 

pictures of any place of space or Structure of sketch of the universe. 

In the formula: “All are combined in the material world of the space by their respective 

gravitation” As per this formula: what is created from its medium, moves depending on its 

creation or nuclear. In or under the circumstantial- The minor planets move depending on 

its creating nuclear the planet. Planets & Asteroid are created from the star, the planets 

and asteroid move depending on its nuclear the star. Stars are created from the ordinary 

black hole; the stars move depending on its nuclear the ordinary black hole. Ordinary 

black holes are created from the super nova black hole, the ordinary black holes move 

depending on its nuclear the super massive black hole. Super massive black holes are 



created from the primordial black hole or the Infinite, the super massive black holes move 

depending on its nuclear the Unit black hole or primordial black hole or the big black hole 

or the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator/Nature. 

The sketch of the universe is from our present to past; The minor planets move around the 

orbit of Planet, the planets move around the orbit of Star, the stars around the orbit of 

Ordinary black hole, the ordinary black holes around the orbit of Super nova black hole, 

the supernova black holes around the orbit of Super massive black hole & Super massive 

black holes with hers all famely’s members around the orbit the Primordial black hole. 

The First Big Bang is the universe’s earliest known event i.e. earliest moments of the big 

bang and location of the big bang is- everywhere or every place in the universe. In or under 

the circumstantial- In the Universe there is no Center point, location of center is 

everywhere in the Universe from the own location. That is to say- Everything is center 

point in the Universe from his/her location and this fact is for him/her and not for another 

people. That is to say- Own location is center past of all and this fact only for Own. 

History of the universe or case is from single side only such as from your location- you are 

looking in the evolution- big space/universe through that nearly 14 billion light years past 

from us. Yet, from my briefly theory with faculty research result: I found that the 14 

billion years past is on this place. Both locations are same and everything is center point in 

the Universe from own location. From our location- Our Home Planet or Earth is Center 

point in the Universe.                   

Consequently lawfully – Swiftly- We can take the resolution that- Own location is center of 

the Universe. Our sun is center from the sun location. Hence, Scientist Galileo changed the 

religious thought and notion about the universe or space to a grater extent. Now it is 

lawfully- 100% purified that- Our Home Planet or Earth is Center Point in the 

Universe.   
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